In the past one of the major concern and obstacle for organizations to move the cloud have been security related
question, but today the advanced and highly automated cloud technology is driving the security area forward to a
higher level and in a pace never seen before within the industry.
Organizations can use cloud security solutions in a hybrid setup even if they still host most of their IT solutions
on-premise, and investments made in traditional security solutions can be combined with modern cloud driven
security solutions to enrich and enhance the security posture and gain better insight into the threat landscape.
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Microsoft is now in the forefront of the security area
with a strong security portfolio that is very appealing
for all organizations having Windows, Office 365 or
Azure as part of their it-ecosystem.
Many security related scenarios would benefit from
combining security data and telemetry from users
and end-point applications together with information
from infrastructure and third-party data.
These solutions will bring valuable security insights
to organizations that will help them understand and
prevent attacks, as well as protect their corporate
data from compromise or leakage to competitors.

Many security analysts is facing a huge burden
from triaging through a sea of alerts, trying to
correlate alerts from different products manually or
using traditional correlation engines, but by using
cloud-based security solutions infused with Machine
Learning technologies the organization can quickly
get value from large sets of telemetry and prioritize
automatically threats in their IT-ecosystem.
The modern and cloud-based security solutions will
among other bring value in helping the organization
to quickly identify compromised accounts used for
ransomware injections, accidental or inappropriate
sharing of sensitive information and identity theft.
These advanced security solutions works
transparently without prohibiting or complicate
collaboration between users, customers or business
partners, reducing security related noise drastically.

The first step is to assess the organization’s license entitlements to start enabling all security features and
capabilities already invested in through Windows and Office 365 licensing.
The second step is to evaluate the organization’s further business needs together with mandatory security and
compliance requirements to create a roadmap for the continuous enablement of protection, integrating all
possible telemetry and insight into a single source of truth.
Together with the organization we will provide security operations with a cloud powered security platform,
including rich automation capabilities and sized for the organizations needs, instead of a platform that would drive
avoidable up-scaling of the information security organization.
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Our values are at the core of our actions; collaboration, trust, continuous development and expertise.
We walk beside our customers in their data-driven business transformation, taking ownership of their
transformation as if it were our own.
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